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Muti Murder: Murder for
Fluman Body Parts
Gerard Labuschagne

ewitchment beliefs remain part of black South African beliefs
despite the influence of Western rational-scientific explanatory

frameworks Qvey

&

Myers, 2008). Flowever, supernatural beliefs

are not confined to African cultures; indeed, many modern-day
Wesrerners believe in the existence of good and evil spiritual entities.
A number of anthropologic, legal, and forensic reports (fuhton, 1943

;

Chavunduka,2001; Minaar, 1998; Minaat,200l; Minaar, Ofkinga, &
Payze,1991; Nel, Verschoor, Calitz, & van Rensburg, 1992; Ngubane,
1986; Prinsloo & Du Plessis, 1989; Schapera, 1952; Scholtz, Phillips,

&

Knobel, 1997) indicate that muti murder, an element of bewitchment
beliefs, has been practiced

as

part of a subculture of traditional A-frican

beliefs for centuries. With the arrival of Western criminal justice
systems and beliefs, such practices have become illegal. Because litde
is known about muti murder, modern law enforcement agencies lack
guidance in investigating these cases.
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A few studies of muti murder were conducted earlier in the 20th century (fuhton,
1943; Grov6,1950; Schapera, lg52), but many questions have been left unanswered,
especially with regard to appropriate strategies for the investigation of muti murder.
Scholtz, Phillips, and Knobel (1997) have argued that political issues are partly responsible for there being litde empirical literature available. Scholtz et al. (1997) state that
there are persistent rumours linking top political and law enforcement officials with
such practices, leading some to consider the topic too politically sensitive to investigate.
Howeveq Scholtz et aL. (L997) do not elaborate on their sources for these rumours.
For law enforcement agencies, it is imperative to be able to distinguish berween
muti murders, cult-related murders, sadistic murders, serial murders, and other types
of murder that may involve mutilation, but that may require different approaches
when conducting an investigation. Each one of these crimes has a different context.
Some are group related, such as a cult murder; otJrers are part of a broader belief system, such as muti murder and honour killings; and others are unique to the offender's
own psyche, such as a sadistic murder. People not knowledgeable about muti murders
could launch an inappropriate investigative process focused on the incorrect type of
offender. People tasked to assist law enforcement from a behavioral perspective, such
as criminologists and psychologists (broadly referred to as behavioral analysts), in such
circumstances might make signature interpretations, compile offender profiles, or give
investigative inputs that could prove to be extremely misleading for investigators (cf.,
Keppel & Birnes,2003).

TYPES OF TRADITIONAT HEALERS IN SOUTH AFRICA

There are two main types of traditional healers in South Africa-the sangomas who
consult with ancestors to determine the cause of a person's problems, and the inyangas
who are herbalists. On a day-to-day basis, these practitioners intend no harm to the
people they assist or to others. Lambrecht (1998) claims that847o of black South A{ricans seek treatment from traditional healers. It is the mungome or vhuloi/baloyi who
is associated with harmful practices. It is important to emphasize that most traditional
healers play a vital role in African society, often fulfilling the combined role of medical
practitioner, spiritual guide, and psychologist.
Ti'aditional healers such as sangomas oppose referring to those practitioners involved in muti murder as "traditional healers" and suggest that such individuals be
referred to as "witches." taditional healers state that their form of assistance is aimed
at helping people, whereas those who use their skills to bring harm to others (such as
wanting someone dead) or who direcdy harm others in executing their duties (as in

r:
Sacrificial Murder or Muti Murder?

muti murder) should not be classified under the same term
"tradidonal healer.,, Based
on this request, the term ,,witches,,will be used in this chapter.

DEFINING MUTI MURDER

"Muti" is a Zulu word meaning medicine. It is therefore a mistake to
assume that whenever the word muti is used, crime is involved. Even medicine
prescribed by a doctor in
a hospital is called mud. "Muti murder" may be
loosely defined as a murder where the

intention is to gather human body parts for use in traditional
African medicine (Minaar,
2001)' The purpose is usually to improve an individual's or
a community's circumstances.
A witch usually advocates the act after being consulted by a
client. A third parry carries
out the actual murder. The witch is rarelyinvolved in the murder.
Human body parts are used because they are considered more
powerful than the
usual ingredients (e.g., roots, herbs, other plant material,
animar

prrrr, ,.r*rter) or

methods used in traditional medicine. xamely, the human
body parts are believed to
contain the person's "life essence." Tliey therefore are
a fast track to achieving what
the person who uses the muti wants to achieve. Characteristically,
the witch consults
tle ancestors to determine the cause of the problem and then prescribes the
ffeatment.
The victim usually dies from the injuries sustained during the
removal of the body
parts' Tladitionally, the victim must be alive when the
body pafts are removed because
the body parts tren retain the person's life essence, thereby
increasing the power of
the muti.

SACRIFICIAT MURDER OR MUTI MURDER?

There are important differences between muti murder and sacrificial
murder.
While the muti murder may be ritualized,in that it is done in a certain
way, it is not,
in itself, a sacrificial act in that the act is not performed
to appease a god or deiry The
-__

aim is solely to obtain body parts for ingredients. A sacrificial
murder, which can occur
a wide variety of belief systems, such as satanism,
voodoo, or other A-&ican beliefs,
is intended as a sacrifice (Minaa4 199g; olivie
r, |99};prinsloo & Du plessis, 19g9). In
other words, the aim is to offer the life of an individual
to appease or win favor with a
deity' For example, a sacrificial murder in the South
Afiican conrext might include the
myths referring to Venda virgins who were sacrificed
to rhe crocodiles in the Fundudzi
Lake or thrown into the Tshatshingo Whirlpools
as offerings to ancestral spirits for
the good of the communiry (Minair, r99g;prinsroo
& Du plessis, 19g9). In the

in

case

t:.::

K
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of muti murders, some feel that to use the term "murder" is incorrect because it ,,far
is
from just an act of wanton wickedness" (I.{gubane, 19g6, p.191) and the death of
the
victim is not the intention in muti attacks, although it is a likely outcome.

HISIORIC CONTEXT

fu mentioned,

belief in the supernatural remains a part of modern African society. As
Ivey and Myers (2008) explain, "Psychological and psychiatric explanations harr. les
currency in these communities where traditional supernarural belief systems provide
established and culturally accessible understandings. This is particularly so wien individuals in these communities are confronted by adverse or apparently inexplicable
events" (p. 55).
In terms of the "Afi:ican worldview" (Makwe, 1995), there are cerrain kev elements
central to the understanding of witchcraft:

'

The belief that tbere is constant interaction between tbe spiritual and, barnan
world.s.
Deceased family members become ancestral spirits and continue to play

a role
in the lives of the living.
c The emphasis on "intuitiue knowled,ge." Subjective experience and personal
knowledge are more highly valued means to obtain truth than scientific deductive
or empirical methods. Therefore, communal acceptance of a belief outweighs
scientific validiry.
o The African understanding of causality, wbich is linear
and. personal. When misfortune arises, its origins are believed to stem from the actions or intentions of
others with hostile intent.
' Tbe belief in ruagical powers. Goodmagic is associated with the use of mystical or
supernatural powers for the benefit of people. In contrast, evil magic involves
sorcery which is the employment of supernarural powers to inflict harm on
others (Ivey & Myers, 2008).

In traditional African beliefs, it is assumed that there is only a cerrain amount of
luck or good fortune in society, with each individual receiving a portion of that good
fortune. It is therefore believed that if anot-her person i, so""errful, then that pJrro,
has obtained an extra portion of luck, often through the intervention of
ancestors, or
with the intervention of the supernatural. It is also traditionally believed that setbacks
or calamities, such as drought or illness, are signs that the narural and social order
has
been disturbed (Minaar, 2001). One means of obtaining this extra portion
of luck or
restoring the natural order is through the use of strong muti. It is with this
strong muti

Epidemiology

that muti murders are often associated. Muti made from human body parts is considered to be exceptionally powerful. The witch will determine which specific body parts
are necessary as guided by the client's aims.
It should, however, not be assumed that in modern times such practices are sanctioned by the larger community or by most traditional healers. The majority ofAfricans
and traditional healers do not condone such behavior and associate it with charlatans
and "evil" traditional healers-oq as they call them, "witches." It is not uncommon
for community members to seek out witches, usually aker a calamity has befallen an
individual (such as ill health, accident, or death) or communiry, and kill the person
whom they suspect to be a witch. This practice led to legislation in 1957 and further
amendments in 1970 known as the Witchcraft Suppression Act, which made it a crime
to accuse anyone of being a witch. This piece of early legislation has come under fire as
being Eurocentric and lacking in appreciation of the role that traditional beliefs play in
society. As Petrus (2007) states, "What may be considered a ritual crime in one context
may be viewed as an acceptable expression of belief in another" (p. 123).
EPIDEMIOTOGY
Cumendy, crime statistics in South Africa only record muti murder within the
general crime category of murder. It is therefore difficult to determine the extent of
such crimes. Ithas been estimated as occurringbetween 15 and 300 times eachyear
(|onkeq personal communication, 2002). Times of political unrest, periods of competition for resources, and conditions of a power yacuum have all been associated
with increased incidence of muti murder, and the general use of witchcraft (Geshiere,
2000). The Limpopo Province andKwaZtlu-Natal Province tend to have a high incidence of muti-related crime, although instances of muti murder have occurred all over

South Africa in rural areas and in urban areas such as Soweto, nearJohannesburg.
Estimates of these murders are complicated by a number of factors. The murders

often occur in rural areas and may go unreported to the police. Also, with the high
temperatures in South Africa, bodies rapidly decompose, making it difficult ro determine precisely what injuries to the body were inflicted. Furthermore, animal predatory
activity leads to the damaging or complete destrucfion of wound sites, thereby making
it dif6cult to determine the original cause of the wound. The timing of a wound is also
important. Muti mutilation is typicaliy premortem; therefore, the wound site shows an
indication of a vital reaction and bleeding. While it is often possible to see if there was
a vital reaction by looking at the wound at the crime scene, the forensic pathologist's
report should clari$, any uncertainty.

&*1,,
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Police may also not recognize the bodily injuries to be muti in origin and may
assume them to be the actions of a "crazed" killer. Serial murder victims sometimes have
mutilated bodies or removed body parts. For example, serial murderer StewartWilken in
South Africa cut offthe nipples and external genitals of one of his blackvictims. Samuel
male victims, and the
Jacques Coetzee removed the penis and scrotum of one his black
Cape Town Serial Killer disemboweled one of his female victims. Additionally, sadistic
murderers may inflict seemingly comparable wounds to their victims premortem.
Some members of law enforcement may adhere to more traditional belief systems and thus be unwilling to define a murder as being a muti murder for fear of

retribution from the witch involved. Also, because certain high-ranking politicians,
business people, and other civil servants have allegedly participated in such dealings,
some members of the police may be cautious about their involvement in such cases.
Consequently, media, community, and politics all play a part in the investigation of
these cases.

of grave robbing and thefts from mortuaries have occurred in order to obtain body parts. Other authors (Chavunduka,2O0l; Minaar, 2001; Schaperu, 1952)
report similar incidents.
Cases

i:lj

!i

THE OFFENDERS

In muti murders, there are typically three parties involved in perpetrating the crime:
the client, the witch, and the murderer(s).
The Client
The client who approaches the witch is usually someone who wants to achieve a measure of personal gain. Motives may include financial gain for a businessperson, fertility
assistance for someone trying to conceiver power for a politician, or protection for
a criminal. There are numerous instances in which cash-in-transit vehicle robberies
were foiled and the suspects apprehended all had muti on their persons. They had first
consulted with a *itch regarding their criminal intention, and the witch had provided
them with muti for purposes such as making them bullet-proof or invisible to prevent
arrest by the police. Other investigators of similar crimes have reported similar findings. At thls point, however, it is not clear if the muti used by criminals, such as cashin-transit robbers, has human body parts as an ingredient. Clients may be either male
of female.

The Offenders

.i:,

l:.

Large sums of money are involved for muti involving human body parts. Prices
for body parts can vary depending on the body part and on the witch. The client is
typically not involved in the murder and would only approach the witch to explain his
or her need, provide the money, and collect the muti once prepared. It would not usually be the client who suggests the use of human body parts, as is discussed in the next
section; the witch decides what ingredients would be necessary to meet the client's
needs. This makes it difficult to convict the client in instances of muti murder, as it is
dif6cult to prove that the client knowingly paid for muti that would eventually require
the murder of an individual.

:l
:
i,

The Witch

it'

These traditional healers are not included among mainstream traditional healers, and
such practices are rejected by other healers. While they are trained as traditional healers, they have chosen a path that involves harming others and are therefore referred to
as "witches" by traditional healers. These witches may be of either sex.
Once approached by the client, the witch decides whether the request from the

client will require herbs and roots, animal body parts, or human body parts. If the
muti that the witch wishes to prepare requires a human body part, the witch will then
instruct a third person, the murderer(s), to collect the specific body parts and describe
how to carry out the removal of those body parts. The witch is not typically involved in
the removal of the body parts. Once the body parts are obtained, they are often mixed
with herbs, roots, and even animal parts to make the final muti.

Depending on the client's need, he or she will be instmcted on how to use the
muti. Businesspersons may be instructed to bury a hand under or near the front door
of their business, as a hand is si.nnbolically what attracts customers and takes their
money, or they may be instructed to smear a small amount of the muti on the products
they sell. Criminals might be instructed to smear some of the muti on their weapon or
bullets, or to bath themselves in a certain concoction to aid in their criminal endeavours (e.g., to make them bullet-proof or invisible). The body parts are usually obtained
on request r,yhen there is a need and are not "stockpiled" for future use.

The Murderer

The ryurderer is approached, usually by the witch, to obtain the body parts. The author has only encountered one instance in which a suspect acted on his own initiative
to obtain a human head and then seek a buyer. This led to an informer contacting the

&r.

&
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police. With the aid of a local traditional healeq the police set up a rrap, pretending to
be interested in purchasing the head, and subsequendy arrested the suspect.

The murderer is carefi,rlly instmcted in how to remove the body parts and told
that the victim must be alive when they are removed. The murderer will then take the
body parts direcdy to the witch. This is the oniy apparent role the murderer has. The
murderer must also make sure that the victim possesses the qualities that the client
needs and may therefore know the victim to a greater or lesser degree. For example,
if the client's need is to be luckier at gambling, then the murderer might be instructed
to seek out a victim who is known to be a "lucky" person. It is even rumoured that the
murderer may select victims from within his or her own family.
There are two gener4l categlries of individuals who commit the actual murder.
It may be a person who see[s the financial reward offered for the body parts (Minaar,
2001). It is the author's experience that the murderer can also be a trainee of the witch
making the muti.
The weapons used tend to be everyday items such as pocketknives, sharp kitchen
knives, or even in one instance a sharpened putty spatula used for tiling and inserting
panes ofglass.

Although the three perpetrator roles are usually taken by different people, two
in which an individual decided on his own to use muri made of human body parts (witch role), harvest the parts (murderer role), and use the body parts
(client role). In both cases, the offender was diagnosed as psychotic (i.e., experiencing
hallucinations and delusions). These cases suggest that, as in other areas of psychosis,
individuals can absorb beliefs from their culture and internalize them. There is thus a
question in these two cases of whether they should really be considered muti murders
or an aspect ofpsychosis.
cases are known

THE VICTIMS
The victims tend to be selected because they satis$, the criteria required for the necessary body parts Q'{el et al., 1992). victims tend to be healthy (Minaar et al., 1991) and
of either sex. The victim (Scholtz et al., 1997) may be known to the murderer, perhaps
as a friend or relative. The author has encountered a case in which a father, who was a
self-styled traditional healer, used his infant son for muti purposes. \tctims tend to be
strangers in the majority of muti murders. Victims can range in age from a newborn
infant to an adult.
' It is not completely clear why one person is chosen as a victim instead of another,
but some determining factors are obvious. If the muti requires a penis, for example,

f

rr:a:

6
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Body Parts and Their Uses

then the victim would have to be male. The elderly are perhaps the only age group
not targeted in muti murder, presumably because any muti made from an older person
would be considered weak and ineffective or because the elderly, by virtue of their
advanced age) are closer to the ancestors, and using a body part from such a person
would offend the ancestors.
Almost all victims are black, with the author having experienced very few muti murders involving victims who are white or of other ethnicities. One such case involved the
desecration of a deceased white person's grave to obtain his skull, which was then buried
in a small altar outside the witch's house. In another case, a mortuary worker removed
the breast and hand of a deceased white female from the mortuary where he worked. In
another case, as reported by Steyn (2005), an adult white male was hijacked, and his body
phrts were removed while ht was alive for muti purposes.

BODY PARTS AND THEIR USES
Experience and literature indicate that typically the genitalia and certain other body
parts are removed, but any body part can potentially be used, depending on the muti
required. The stomach may be slit open from the sternum down to the hip region, and
it is not uncommon for the head to be removed. The author has been involved in at
least 10 instances in which the head was removed from a muti victim. As mentioned,

for the muti to be effective, the body parts must be removed while the victim is still
alive Q.{el et a7., 1992; Scholtz et al., 1997). However, the aut}ror has experienced a
lumber of cases in which body parts were removed from mortuaries or graves for muti
purposes. Scholtz et al. (1997) state that the body parts may be wrapped in specifically
colored material, with red and white being associated with "good" medicine, and blue
and black being associated with "eyil" medicine. This, however, has not been experienced by the author, who has more typically encountered body parts inside plastic
bags, newspaper, or even an old coffee tin.
The body is usually not buried and is often left near running water. Nel et al.
(1992) state that the body is characteristically not hidden or buried because the discovery of the body contributes to the efficacy of the medicine. In a few reported incidents,
the victims of such muti-motivated attacks survived after certain body parts, such as
breasts or the scrotum, were remoyed. This finding highlights the difference between
muti attacks and ritual/sacrificial murders. The goal of the ritual/sacrificial murder is
the death of tle individual;in muti attacks, the goal is to obtain body parts.
It must be pointed out that people who commit muti murders, or the witches who
advocate such murders, do not all work from the same "textbook." These beliefs are

s*,
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passed down from one generation to another by word of mouth and in secrecy.

There-

fore, the finer details, such as the basis for determining which body parts are used for
what purooses. and.the process involved in the removal of the body parts, may differ
from witch to witch and region to region. No hard and fast assumptions can be made
about which missing body parts will be significant in any given murder. It has, howeveE been said that for every human body part there is an animal equivalent and that
true traditional healers would use the animal equivalent; only witches would use rhe
human body part. Because human body parts are believed to have more po\Mer than
the animal equivalent, they speed up the process or help ensure that the user of the
muti achieves his or her aims.
The following is a description of some of the typical body parts used:
o Hand: Used by business owners to improve their business

o Geruitalia: Used for people with fertility problems
o Lips 01, tlngu.e: Used to silence a critic or witness in

a court case

. Brains: Used to improve intelligence
. Body fat: Used as a common ingredient
' skull: Buried on another person's property to bring the person misfortune;
buried in the foundarions of a new building ro ensure good business
. Eyes: Used to symbolize vision
. Blood,: Used to give vitaliry, protection, and longevity

or

Again, keep in mind that such skills and knowled ge are passed down by word of mouth,
and the purposes of a body part may yary from witch to witch.

'CASf SIUDY

l:

MISTAKEN MUTI

MURDER?

,,:

'

September 200.l, the torso of a young boy was discovered floating in the '
. !1
' '
Thames River near Tower Bridge in London. The boy, who was black and ap:

5 years old, was christened 'Adam" by the London Metropolitan
.proxirnately
Police, His'head and neck had been removed along with both his arms and
Iegs. He had died from massive blood loss. The skin and underlying tissue

had,bee! carefully cut with a sharp instrument, and both his femur and huI merus bones had been bisected with an instrument similar to a cleaver

or

machete. Approximately 24 hours after death, a pair of bright orange shorts

: , ,'

Case Study

Mistaken Muti Murder?

leen laced on him, and approximately 24 hours later, his body wasl,

had

,rP'l4qgd in

,,,,',

l:

the river. His arms, legs, and head were never

discovered. . "

No one reported a child of that age missing, and no one has comei .

''fonryard W,ith information as

,

to his identity. Nelson Mandela was even €p-

p,Oaehed,to ,use his status as

,

a public figure to advertise the appeal for

information to assist with the investigation. Candles and a white sheet with
r,'

,qn'{fiiea,n name on it were also found nearby, and this aroused initialfears-

that

tJ:atAdarn had been the victim of an African ritual. Police later showed
i!f.'g

,:

q i,t s were not cohnected to Adam's case (o'Reilly, personal com-

.

,

munication, 2OO2).
Forensic tests revealed that Adam's stomach contents indicated meals

similar to those prepared in Western Africa, and the pollen spores on the
,'.f1:-$

we*ulso

indicative of a West African origin. Tests revealed that Adarn'

and,

had-begn,6iven a cough syrup approximately 24 hours prior to his death

*'afne

appeared to have been in good health prior to his

.

l':
,

,

,

attack. '

lnitially, muti murder was suspected. Detectives from the London Met:dpqlitan',fotice
Service contacted the lnvestigative Psychology Unit of.the''

'

-

',Sgffi'Afriean Police Service for assistance. This unit assists in the investiga-,' ,

{moliriryqrsuch

'

:

, ,,
The Investigative Psychology Unit provided the'

as serial murder, serial rape, muti murder, and murders

witli.bizare'circumstances.

.

inv.estigati,otl,team with information from their own experience with

muti.

.

:#uiAe$ and,,also consulted a traditional healer, Credo Mutwa, for further"'l
'ady.,,ieeOn.the nature of the murder. The information was passed on to

tlie:

,' '

London Metropolitan investigation team. The lnvestigative Psychology Unit
believed AJam was not the victim of a muti murder as defined by the

authoi.,

1. lt is not common for all limbs to be removed in muti murder. lt may
occur that a hand or forearm is removed.

,:
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.2.

I 3.

Usually the genitals of the victim are removed. Adam's genitals were
rntact.

Usually the stomach is opened and certain organs removed. Adam's

stomach was intact.

4.,

Adam died of massive blood loss from a cut to the throat prior

r

to decapitation and dismemberment. This is more indicative of

:

a

sacrificial murder.

Further information from the traditional healer indicated that the orange
shorts were meaningful in that the color indicates resurrection. The intention
of putting them on Adam was to allow his soul to be resurrected. Also, dress-

ing the victim can indicate a sense of respect for the body. The traditional
heater suggested that based on the information available, the circumstances

appeared to be similar to a ritual practiced in Western Africa called "Obeh"
(Mlttwa, personal communication, 2002). lt should also be pointed out that
Adam might have died as a result of a sacrifice or ritual, yet the dismemberffrent and decapitation might still have been of the type intended to delay
identification

lASf

orto hetp with disposal of his body.

STUDY

2: PROTOTYPICAL MUTI MURDER

On Sunday, May 30, 1999, I i-year-old Tsepo Molemohi left his mothels
horise at approximately

1

:00 PM to play soccer nearby. By 6:00 PM, he had

nOt r:eturned and his mother sent neighborhood boys to try to locate him.
Shortly *rereafter, it was reported that the body of a small boy was found in
a n€arby field- The body was identified to be that of Tsepo.

Tsepo had been decapitated and his scrotum and penis had been re-

moved with a sharp implement. He was fully clothed, with only the area

around his genitals exposed. The following day his head was found in

a

i

j

I

Case Study 2: Prototypical

Muti Murder

plastic bag on the roof of a building at a nearby tennis court. Within 4 days,

a

.

SuSPecthadbeenarrested.Seventeen-year-oldJimmyBonganiMokolobate
was seen walking with a bloody knife and with blood on his clothing on the

dayin question. He admitted to police that he had killed the young boyJimmy's account of events in a confession before a magistrate indicated
that 2 days prlor to the murder he had been approached by two sangomas,l

one male and one female, who had offered him money to obtain a male
hEad, tongue, eyes, and genitals. His first attempt to find a suitable victim
:

was unsuccessful on the Saturday. On Sunday he found Tsepo and proceeded to decapitate him ahd remove his genitals. He took the genitals with

him but placed the head on a roof to be collected the next day. He used
an,okapi knifg which is a simple folding pocketknife, with a blade about'
13 cm long and a wooden handle. On Monday, he took the genitals to the

sang{mas after hearing that the head had been discovered. The sangomas
were drsappointed that he had failed to bring the other parts and asked if

h*

would be able to try again to obtain those parts from another victim. Jimmy
clainrs that at the time of the murder he had been smoking a mixture of
marijuana and crushed methaqualone tablets, a practice that appears to be

unique to South Africa. Jimmy was found fit to stand trial and was subsequently found guilty. The hruo sangomas were also charged but later had the
charges withdrawn when Jimmy refused to testify against the sangomas for

fear'of retribution. The scrotum and penis he handed over to the sangomas
were Rever found.
This case has many of the common characteristics found in a muti murder.

lhe offender was not the traditional healer but had been approached to obtain
thebody parts for a fee. The traditional healers had specified which body parts
were to be obtained (head, tongue, eyes, and genitals) and the type of victim
(mate). The victim was a stranger to the offender. The victim was left clothed,

,
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, with only the genkals exposed, and there was no evidence of sexual activity or
rape. The victim's body was not hidden but left where the murder took place.
There were also few wounds. The victim had been stabbed in the neck three

times, and the head and the genitals were removed. There was no fantasy
expressed by the offender concerning the murder. Finally, the body parts were

. t{qrld

neither in the offender's possession, nor where he lived with his par-

effis- Those that were found (the head) were discovered at the nearby tennis

court, and those that were not found by the police were handed over to the

two sangomas, according to the offender's confession.

{ASf

S'fUDY 3: MUTI MURDER OF A FAMtLy MEMBER

, ontAuglsl

13, 2009, police were called to a murder scene in the wnterveld

area near the capital city of Pretoria, south Africa. The body of a I2-year-old girl

,had been{ound in the yard of her home. The body was completely naked, and
''thevietim,h,ad a long incised wound from her sternum down to the pubic region.

i

shE was,lying on her stomach, and some of her intestines were protruding.

', Fler body had been discovered by her mother, a sangoma, who had reportedly gone looking for her daughter in the backyard in the morning after

,feali4q6sh.e was not in the house.
r" 'pgligg:r1the scene
searched the house and the yard for evidence. out'
.,side,in an empty oil drum, an old blanket was found with possible human

'b,lood'on'it. Three more items that possibly contained blood were found
'"iRside the mothe/s
traditional healer practice. All four items were sent for
forensic analysis. once police had finished processing the crime scene, de-

teaives decided to bring the mother in for questioning at the local police
stationrdue to their suspicion that she, despite being the mother, could be
the suspect.

ffil
Case Study 5:

Muti Murder of a Family Member

Shortly after beginning questioning the mother confessed. She said that,
since she had qualified as a traditional healer the year before, her practice
had not been financially successful. She decided to murder her daughter for

body parts to make her practice flourish. ln the early hours of the morning,

:shehadcarriedherdaughterfromherbed,takenheroutsidetothesame
loeation where the body was found, and stabbed her in the chest and neck.
She then made the long incision with the intention

+ry body

of removing the neces-

parts, such as the gallbladder. However, she became confused as

tc which body parts to take and ultimately did not remove anything. She also
$ated that she washed the body. The mother confirmed that the exhibits
seized by the police were involved in the crime. She made a written confes-

sion before an independent officer of the South African Police Service who
was not involved in the investigation. She also made a formal pointing-out of

the crime scene. A "pointing-out" is a formal police procedure in which the
offender agrees to point out any desired locations to an independent mem-

ber of the police who is a commissioned officer and who was not involved
in the investigation. All locations indicated by the offender are photographed,'

arrd what is said during this procedure is also written down and regarded
as a formal confession. During the pointing-out, she identified the weapon

uied, a kitchen knife, and another exhibit used during the commission of the
crime that the police had not discovered during their initial processing of the
cnme scene.

This case illustrates that muti victims can include the very young and
even be family members of the offender. Also consistent with other muti
cases was that the body was left where the murder took place and not hid-

den, and the offender used water to wash the body afterward. What was different from most instances was that the actual murderer was the traditional
healer, as opposed to another person. Most likely, the reason for this was

gr:-
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that the offende/s business was flagging, and she therefore could not afford

to pay someone to commit the crime. Furthermore, the muti was intended
for herself as opposed to a paying client, and she was too newly qualified to
have her own apprentice. Another difference was that the body was found
eompletely'naked, most likely due to the fact that the incised wound began

atthe sternum and ended just above the vaginal area, requiring the offender

to remove all the clothing. The success of the investigation was undoubt
edlyaided by the specialized detectives and crime scene investigators, with
knowledge o{ muti murder cases, who were called to the crime scene to
assist the local detective branch.

WHAT CRIMES CAN THE OFFENDERS BE CHARGED WITH?

There are various crimes with which a person involved in such a scenario can be
charged. Murder is defined in the common law of South Africa as the unlawful and
intentional causing of the death of another human being. Therefore the person(s) who
actually physically commits the act of murder, as well as the person who instigates or
initiates the murder (the witch), would be charged with murder. If the client knows
that the money he or she is paying for the muti will go toward the murder of another
person, then he or she will also most likely be charged with murder.
Other crimes include transgressions under the Human Tissue Act 65 of 1983.
This act, which is soon to be replaced by Chapter B of the National Health Act 61 of
2003, states the following at section 34 under the heading Offinses and Penalties;
Any person who (a) except in so far as it may be perrnitted b1 or under any other
law, acquires, uses 0r supplies a body of a deceased perszn 0r any tissue, blood or

,

garnete of a liuing or deceased person in any other manner or for any other purpose

than that perunined by this Act . . . sball

be

guilty of an ffinse and liable on conaic-

tion to a fine not exceeding R2 000 or to imprisonment for. a period not exceeding
lne lear or to both that fine and that imprisonrnent.
The National Health Act at Chapter B at 60(4)@) states that it is an offense "to sell or ftade
in tissue, gametes, blood or blood products, except as provided for in this Chapter."

Conclusion

However, unlike the Human Tissue Act, the National Health Act only refers to
selling or trading and not acquiring or asing.It is therefore unclear how the crime of
being found in possession of human body parts would be treated by the law The punishment prescribed for selling or trading is a fine or imprisonment for a period not
exceeding 5 years or both a fine and such imprisonment.

CONCTUSION

The use of muti is a part of some mainstream traditional African beliefs. In many
respects, traditional A-frican muti is no different from herbal or naturopathic remedies
used by people throughout the world. The use of human body parts as an ingredient
for medicines or potions, however, is practiced by a minority of individuals and is rejected by the majority of traditional healers and members of society.
Bodily mutilation can occur for various reasons other than the desire to obtain human body parts for use in traditional African medicines. Determining the reason for the
mutilation is an important step when analyzingthe crime scene. An experienced forensic
pathologist is instrumental in helping determine the process by which the mutilation
occurred. This report can then help to generate hypotheses regarding the motive and
ultimately the suspect. The designation of a crime as a muti murder will have a significant impact on how the investigator will approach the investigation.
While not a new phenomenon, little empirical research has investigated this type
of crime. Suspending one's own belief system and attempting to understand another is
imperative for any person trpng to solve such crimes. This is often the most difficult
hurdle to oyercome.
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